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Wohlstand Global LLC with its 25+years of vast experience and expertise in the 

financial industry, majorly in the FX markets, has come out by launching a new 

Exchange in the Crypto markets. Starting the base from St.Vincent and 

Grenadines, we have now made a stronghold by acquiring the license to run the 

Crypto exchange in the European zone. We operate worldwide with our 

operational office in Dubai and partner offices globally.  

Wohlstand Crypto Exchange (WCEX) is a regulated Crypto Exchange 

platform that lets you buy and sell your cryptocurrency and tokens with enhanced 

security. The Exchange runs on a Website and an App that lets you convert fiat 

currency (ie., USD, USDT..etc) into the Cryptocurrency of your choice (ie., BTC, 

ETH..etc) and vice versa. The exchange facilitates different payment systems to 

transfer the payments either to your card account or your Crypto wallet. 

Token Tokens are digital currencies that are created on existing blockchains by 

using smart contract facilities. The most common blockchain token platform 

known is Ethereum and Binance. Tokens built using the Ethereum platform are 

known as ERC-20 tokens and tokens built on the Binance platform are known as 

BEP-20 tokens. 

Wohlstand Token (WT) is the Native Currency of our exchange and has the crypto 

community at its heart and soul. WT presents a sizeable opportunity for Wohlstand 

Crypto Exchange (WCEX) users and those who wish to use WCEX platforms and 

services. 

Introduction 
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Dream  

The dream of Wohlstand is to get Cryptocurrency accessible to everyone. 

In our journey to achieve this dream, we re-conceptualize how money is being 

transferred, spent, invested and normalized through blockchain technology by 

designing efficient, simple and useful financial services that have a lasting positive 

impact on people’s lives. 

Goals 

 Drive the World to Prosperity through Cryptocurrency  

 We believe that by speeding up the transition in adopting Cryptocurrency, we 

can help people globally to: 

 Enhance proficiency in the usage of their money –the ability to 

access funds anytime and anywhere 

 Protect their data - cryptography-secured blockchain makes 

data tampering highly unlikely 

 Shield their identity - no central entity can compromise your 

identity. 

 

 

 

 

Dreams & Goals 
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The Four Testaments of 
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Wohlstand Global 

Wohlstand Global is a privately held company with diversification in brokerage, 

asset management and technology.Wohlstand now ventures into the Crypto 

industry with a complete exchange to trade Cryptos and to provide capital support 

to blockchain projects/teams, joint head investment and community investment. 

Wohlstand Markets 

WOHLSTAND MARKETS a primary vertical of the group is a Forex and CFD 

broker regulated under the FSC of Mauritius. As our bread and butter, we have 

been in trading for more than 25 years, so we understand the true needs in Forex 

Trading. We have assured the best of technology, liquidation, execution and 

support at all times in trading. 

WOHLSTAND MARKETS a Forex, Bullion and CFD broker, constantly focus on 

delivering customized products and services regardless of the client being either 

retail or institutional.With tight spreads, fast executions as well as unmatched 

support to our clients, we try to be one of the best in the industry and having tie-

ups with top highly regulated liquidity providers in the industry. In simple words, 

our trading products are built BY TRADERS FOR TRADERS. 

  

About Us 
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Wohlstand InfoTech 

Wohlstand InfoTech provides professional data research, consulting and technical 

services in the field of Forex and Crypto Markets. Most of the team members are 

senior experts and technical talents coming from the top financial securities 

industry. The technical team members of the platform are early Crypto investors. 

Started by building automated trading systems for the trading industry now 

expanding to various fields in technology and development. 

It provides efficient and diversified brand promotion and marketing services for the 

project, backed by high-quality community import services. 

Wohlstand CEX 

Wohlstand CEX is a world-class reliable trading platform, set up in 2021, with 

companies around the world and headquartered in European Region. The technical 

members of the WCEX platform are early crypto traders & investors.The 

management team comes from top financial securities industry, with rich 

experience in asset management, security protection and underlying architecture 

development.  

Wohlstand CEX provides global users with one-stop cryptocurrency financial 

services such as spot trading, margin trading, and asset management. 

The WCEX platform adheres to the core values of the product, making it reliable, 

innovative to the core, integrity as the soul and users as wealth.We are committed 

to prime the new trend of the Crypto-asset industry by building a platform 

inclusive of technology & finance. 
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Wohlstand CEX powers high-availability, fully resilient and horizontally scalable 

components. 

Exchange 

In Wohlstand Cryptocurrency Exchange (WCEX), users can make instant 

transactions with Cryptocurrencies. Exchange users can buy or sell them for fiat 

currencies or exchange them for electronic units of another digital asset. The 

crypto exchange runs 24/7. One of the advantages of such platforms is anonymity. 

All your transactions are reliably protected through modern technology. 

Spot Trading 

Wohlstand CEX is supported by an exclusive rapid matching engine the 

Cryptoexchange will list more quality coins/tokens which continue to perfect user 

experience and liquidity. 

Margin Trading 

Wohlstand CEX margin trading platform will provide professional users with high 

leverage trading and hedging services. 

WCEX users can use the margin loan for leverage, to open a position that is greater 

than the balance of their account. 

  

Overview 
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Platform 

Wohlstand CEX Comprises of Platforms that help the users grow towards 

prosperity. 

Launchpad 

Wohlstand CEX Launchpad will ease upcoming projects to raise funds in a 

centralized manner. The native token staked users will get priority based on their 

staked amount with the exchange. 

Staking 

Wohlstand CEX platform helps to stake tokens for a selected locking period. Users 

who stake will be given exclusive benefits for holding and locking tokens in the 

staking wallet.  

Governance 

A governance token grants its holders voting rights, which enables them to have 

their voices heard when changes are made to the development of the Exchange and 

listing of the new currencies protocol. Investors who own governance tokens will 

have a privilege on protocol fees, trading costs and other benefits. 

NFT Marketplace 

Wohlstand marketplace is a platform to trade virtual items and technology for 

building metaverses. We will bridge the gap between real and virtual worlds by 

creating a platform that accumulates multiple metaverses for brands, influencers, 

video games, sports organizations, broadcasters and all kinds of entities.  
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Payment Methods 

Wohlstand CEX will overcome the difficulties when trying to buy & spend with 

Cryptocurrencies. 

Payment through Credit/Debit Card: 

The credit/debit card addresses these difficulties by allowing cardholders to:  

A. Use their credit card and debit card to transfer funds and buy Cryptos 

 B. Enjoy instant top-up and payment completion within the brief period 

 C. Withdraw funds back to their cards which makes transactions faster and at tips 

Payment through Crypto: 

Wohlstand CEX Pay delivers the following value propositions:  

A. Low fees. Merchants pay minimal fees for settlements in crypto or fiat, saving 

up to 80% on fees versus typical payment processors 

 B. Low volatility & minimal risk offered by letting merchants accept 

cryptocurrency and get paid in their preferred crypto or fiat currency  

C. Easy to set up, view and manage payments in a matter of minutes  
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Spot Trading  

Wohlstand CEX shares top Liquidity Engines to ensure that customers have access 

to deep liquidity pools and the best execution prices. Community users can trade 

on the Exchange via the desktop interface and the Exchange App. Wohlstand CEX 

Exchange supports trading pairs for cryptocurrencies with leading market volume 

makers such as BTC, ETH, XRP, DOGE and more,as well as the 

Wohlstandtoken(WT),the native token of Wohlstand CEX Exchange.The fees on 

the exchange are based on trading volume and WT staking. The higher the volume 

and/ or the higher the amount of WT staked, the lower the trading fees. Users enjoy 

discounted trading fee if they pay the fees in WT Token. Please refer to the 

following table on our detailed fees & limits schedule. 

Fee Structure 

Spot- Maker/Taker 

0.25% / 0.25% 

 

 

 

 

 

Exchange 
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Withdrawal Fees Structure 

Token 
Minimum withdrawal 

Limit 
Deposit fee Withdrawal fee 

Ripple (XRP) 15.0000 XRP Free 0.2500 XRP 

Binance Coin (BNB) 0.1000 BNB Free 0.0050 BNB 

Ethereum (ETH) 0.0060 ETH Free 0.0040 ETH 

Tron (TRX) 150.0000 TRX Free 1.0000 TRX 

Litecoin (LTC) 0.0200 LTC Free 0.0050 LTC 

Bitcoin (BTC) 0.0010 BTC Free 0.0005 BTC 

Dogecoin (DOGE) 25 DOGE Free 5 DOGE 

Bitcoin Cash (BCH) 0.002 BCH Free 0.001 BCH 

NEO 1 NEO Free 0.1 NEO 

EOS 0.14 EOS Free 0.07 EOS 

ZEC (Zcash) 0.01 ZEC Free 0.001 ZEC 

XLM (Stellar Lumens) 10 XLM Free 0.02 XLM 

DASH (Dash) 0.004 DASH Free 0.002 DASH 

USDT-TRX 20 USDT Free 1.5 USDT 

USDT-ETH 50 USDT Free 25 USDT 

 

Margin Trading  

Margin trading on the Wohlstand Exchange allows you to borrow 

Cryptocurrencies to trade on the leverage market. Users can use the margin loan as 

leverage to open a position that is larger than their account balance. 

Wohlstand CEX margin trading platform will provide professional users with high 

leverage trading and hedging services.More innovative and competitive contract 

products are in the pipeline. 

Wohlstand Exchange welcomes you to use the margin trading, the future of money 

–CRYPTOCURRENCIES.We provide 24/7 customer support as well as ample 

leverage to enhance your trades to capitalize on the performance without 

physically buying them. Trade with more confidence and security at Wohlstand. 
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Wohlstand CEX Launchpad is for centralized fundraising. Conventional 

launchpads rely on first come and first clicks. Wohlstand CEX launchpad is fair for 

all and rewards profitably all token holders. The Wohlstand CEX launchpad 

doesn’t have high financial barriers to get into the market. It also doesn’t have 

whitelist spots. The Wohlstand CEX launchpad fundraising will follow the trilogy 

system marked in three rounds. The platform ensures guaranteed fund allocation to 

the participants based on the quantity of Wohlstand tokens they own. 

Look at our trilogy system for token allocation:  

Round 1: Staking Wohlstand Token  

This round will have token holders fulfilling the base requirements of staking 

Wohlstand tokens.  

Wohlstand Token holders will get contributed based on the staked quantity of WT 

tokens.  

 Each Token holder would be given equal opportunity for their tokens staked. 

Round 2: Wohlstand Token Holders 

This round will have all Wohlstand Token holders who have WT tokens in their 

wallet irrespective of staking. 

Tokens which users need to hold before the launchpad sale.  

 

Launchpad(Coming Soon) 
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Preparation period: All users need to hold the WT tokens for a period of 5 days. 

All users will get confirmed allocation based on their token held. 

 

Round 3: Queue Method 

The third round will take place if IEO projects have any unsold tokens in Round 2. 

The round is for everyone and no criteria of staked WT token applies here. 

● Login using Wohlstand CEX credentials  

●Exchange Launchpad Dashboard: Account information, staking information, 

reward information, airdrop details, upcoming IEO, user participation IEO pool, 

claim tokens, reports and statistics, queue method, notification, customer support 

etc.  

Note: Exchange Users will receive the message on their dashboard about their 

participation status. 

● Deposit your eligible fund for Queue Method 

● Token Allocation, Distribution and Refund 

● The allocated tokens will be funded to the user's wallet after completion of the 

vesting period if any. It is an automatic process and users can see its detail on their 

launchpad platform dashboard under the claim token session 
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The Wohlstand CEX is governed and upgraded by WT token-holders, using three 

distinct components the WT token, governance module and time lock. Together, 

these components allow the community to propose, vote and implement changes 

through the administrative functions of WT. Proposals can change system 

parameters, support new markets or add entirely new functionality to the 

Wohlstand CEX. 

WT token-holders can delegate their voting rights to themselves or an address of 

their choice. Addresses delegated at least 1 million WT can create governance 

proposals.Any  address can lock 10K WT to create an Autonomous Proposal, 

which becomes a governance proposal after being delegated 1 million WT. 

When a governance proposal is created, it enters a review period, after which 

voting weights are recorded and voting begins. Voting lasts for a certain period.If a 

majority are at least 1 million votes are cast for the proposal, it is queued in the 

time lock, and can be implemented after the period. In total, any change to the 

Wohlstand CEX takes at least one week. 

 

 

 

 

Governance 
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Staking Benefits of Wohlstand CEX Exchange users can enjoy benefits provided 

by two types of staking services:  

1. WT stake-and-earn: Users can stake WT for 100 days (about 3 and a half 

months) on the Exchange and earn up to 36% interest annually.  

2.Wohlstand Idle –staking: Wohlstand CEX Idle Staking offers users a new way to 

earn rewards of up to 15% in interest annually on cryptocurrencies held in the 

Exchange. 

Rewards are offered on a flexible term - “lock-up” is needed. The Wohlstand Idle-

staking largest limit varies depending on the currency and users with more WT 

staked on the Exchange are eligible for higher limits 

1. All participants can see yields according to the shares of locked staking, 

distributed on a weekly basis in the staking portal.  

2. Wohlstand CEX promotional yields are only available for manual withdrawal 

during promotion. After the promotion, the unwithdrawn promotional yields will 

be automatically transferred to the Exchange spot account. 

3. The locked staking requires a min amount of 1,000 WT per time; each user can 

lock and stake up to 10 million WT at most. 

4. The withdrawn asset will remain frozen and be unlocked in 24 hours. After the 

promotion event, the unwithdrawn mining yields will be automatically withdrawn 

and these too will remain frozen and be unlocked in 24 hours. 

Staking 
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In Wohlstand CEX you don’t have to sell your crypto to get cash. At WCEX, you 

can borrow funds against your Crypto trading assets so you can get a loan while 

continuing to hold. 

It’s fast, secure and easy to borrow fiat by using your Cryptocurrencies as 

collateral. You can enjoy the interest of the idle cryptos. 

Lending 

In Wohlstand CEX you don’t have to sell your crypto to get cash. At WCEX, we 

let you lend the crypto against your fiat currencies or native token so you can lend 

while continuing to hold, in addition you will earn the interest. 

It’s fast, secure and easy to lend your cryptos by using your fiat currencies as 

collateral. You can enjoy the interest of the idle Cryptos. 

NFT Marketplace 

Wohlstand marketplace is a platform to trade virtual items and technology for 

building metaverses. We will bridge the gap between real and virtual worlds by 

creating a platform that accumulates multiple metaverses for brands, influencers, 

video games, sports organizations, broadcasters and all kinds of entities. 

Connecting the entertainment industry with the global metaverse. 

As Wohlstand CEX Borrowing, Lending, NFT marketplace are in pipeline more 

details will be updated to our community. 

Borrowing, Lending and NFT 

Marketplace 
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Lowest Trading Fee To overcome the competition, Wohlstandprovides the lowest 

trading fee to their user. 

2FA Security Wohlstand CEX has focused more on the client’s accounts and 

funds security. Every client must enable two-factor authentication to use every 

feature we have provided in our cryptocurrency exchange. 

Instant Deposit and Withdrawal With the most advanced CRM, clients can 

experience the fastest deposit and withdrawal to their bank accounts. 

24/7 Customer Support Wohlstand CEX provides you with the service you need 

with our knowledgeable and experienced customer support team. 

Trade Crypto in Minutes Wohlstand Crypto Exchange is available on both 

mobile and website 24/7. 

Sign up Create your crypto account with the fastest and easiest KYC verification 

process. 

Fund Connect your card for the fund deposit process and the amount will be 

deposited into your wallet in a short span of time. 

Trade Once your funds are ready, click the Trade button and pave your way for a 

prosperous future. 

 

Value Proportions 
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In general, the native currency is a currency in which you will receive payment 

from your payment processor.  

Issued in January 2022, Wohlstand Token (WT) is a multichain, governance native 

currency with value-added privileges based on the Wohlstand business ecosystem. 

WT is issued on Ethereum ERC20 protocol and Binance chain BEP20. 

Native token users earn rewards if they stake their tokens. The more they stake, the 

more the reward they will have from the exchange. 

Staking platform to stake tokens for the selected locking period. Users will be 

offered exclusive benefits for holding and locking tokens in the staking contract. 

The total rewards offered by the platform is based on the number of locked tokens 

and the period for the token unlock. 

Governance  

A governance token grants its holders voting rights, which enables them to have 

their voices heard when changes are made to smart contracts and issuing protocols. 

Investors that own governance tokens, on top of protocol fees, trading costs and 

other benefits. 

Tokens created by developers that give token holders a way to influence the 

development of a protocol are referred to as governance tokens. Holders of 

governance tokens (known as “stakeholders”) have a wide range of options to 

influence project choices such as giving or deciding on new feature ideas and they 

even have the power to change the governance structure. 

Wohlstand Token 
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Overview 

The Wohlstand Token (WT) is a multichain, governance native currency and 

value-added privileges protocol is designed to run in continuous cycles, during 

which it burns from its initial circulating supply at the end of every quarter until it 

reaches its programmed minimum of 20 percent of the total supply. At the same 

time, it builds up a backing Exchange reserve holding $USD, which acts as a price 

anchor and makes itself available as a sophisticated reward system for holders of 

the native currency of Wohlstand CEX Exchange $WT token. 

Multi-chain Token 

Wohlstand Token (WT) supports a multichain ecosystem mainly BSC and Ether 

chain, the tokens are available in BSC scan and Etherscan explorer.Wohlstand 

Token (WT) can be viewed on the explorer using the smart contract address of the 

token. Wohlstand Token initially supports BEP 20 and ERC 20 standards 

which will be expanded to other blockchain such as polygon and harmony. 

BEP 20 Standard 

BEP-20 is a native token standard on the Binance smart chain that extends ERC-

20, the most common Ethereum token standard. It has a public ledger that has all 

the transactions done by the users on the network and how they can be spent, who 

can spend them and other rules for their usage. Since its similarity to Binance 

Chain’s BEP-20 and Ethereum’s ERC-20, it’s compatible with both. 

BEP-20 was termed as a technical specification for Binance Smart Chain, with the 

goal of supplying a format for developers to launch a range of different tokens. 

These could be anything from shares in a business to dollars stored in a bank vault. 

Of course, one could equally create a native asset as a BEP-20 token or even peg 

tokens from other blockchains to make them usable on Binance smart chain.  
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This is what’s done with “Peggy” coins, which are essentially BEP-20 versions of 

other Crypto-assets (such as LINK or XRP). 

BEP-20 token transfers are fueled with BNB. An incentive for validators to include 

the transactions in the blockchain, will be distributed in BNB as a fee for their 

troubles. Binance Smart Chain was envisioned as something of an extension to the 

Binance chain. With dual chain architecture, both chains are complementary 

Binance smart chain caters to decentralized applications without congesting the 

original chain, which is perfected for ultra-fast trading. 

ERC 20 Standard 

The ERC-20 introduced a standard for fungible tokens, in other words, they have a 

property that makes each token be exactly the same (in type and value) as another 

token. For example, an ERC-20 token acts just like the ETH, meaning that 1 token 

is and will always be equal to all the other tokens. 

The ERC-20 (Ethereum Request for Comments 20), is the token standard for 

Ethereum that implements an API for tokens within smart contracts developed. 

It provides functionalities like transferring tokens from one account to another, 

getting the current token balance of an account and the total supply of the token 

available on the network. Besides these it also has some other functionalities like 

approving the amount of token from account that can be spent by a third-party 

account. 

Smart contract which implements methods and events, it can be called an ERC-20 

Token contract and once deployed, it will be responsible to keep track of the 

created tokens on the Ethereum ERC 20 Standard. 
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Explorer 

A Public Ledger that exposes details about tokens and operations in the 

environment in a simple and intuitive dashboard. 

To visualize smart contracts, balances, token owners, minters, transfer activities 

and more. The token explorer takes advantage of the organizational information 

and decorates the account addresses with human-readable information. 

A blockchain explorer is a software that uses API and blockchain node to draw 

various data from a blockchain and then uses a database to arrange the searched 

data and present the data to the user in a searchable format. 

User inputs are searchable terms on the explorer which are then searched through 

an organized table on the database. The explorer will already have organized data 

from a blockchain into the table format. 

For most, a blockchain explorer will allow you to search and explore data about 

recently mined blocks or recently carried out transactions on a blockchain. Ideally, 

they allow you to view a live feed of blocks as they are mined, as well as the data 

related to the blocks. 
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Blockchain explorers are the search engine of cryptocurrencies and blockchain. 

They allow users to access different detail related to transactions on specific wallet 

addresses and blockchains including the amount transacted, sources and 

destination of funds, and status of the transactions. 

Explorer can be used to extract any data related to transactions, wallets and 

blockchains including rich lists and hidden messages. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

POW is a mechanism that allows the decentralized network to come to a 

consensus, or agree on things like account balances and the order of transactions. 

This prevents users from "double spending" their coins and ensures that the 

Ethereum chain is incredibly difficult to attack or overwrite. The proof-of-work 

protocolrequires miners to go through an intense race of trial and error to find the 

nonce for a block. Only blocks with a valid nonce can be added to the chain. Proof 

of work handles issuing new currency into the system and incentives for miners to 

do the work. Because miners work in a decentralized way, two valid blocks can be 

mined at the same time. This creates a temporary fork. Eventually, one chain will 

become the accepted chain once the next block has been mined and added, making 

it longer. 

 

Proof of Work (POW) 
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To be eligible to take part, users must deposit and risk many cryptocurrencies, this 

is known as a “stake”. People who supply stakes are randomly selected to record 

and verify information on the blockchain. Forgers taking part in a proof of stake 

cannot spend or move their stake. If they are caught recording false information or 

doing something against the rules, they risk giving up their entire stake.  

In most proof of stake systems, the larger your stake the greater your chances of 

being selected to record and verify the blockchain. Forgers are willing to endure 

the cost and risks of staking for the chance to earn transaction fees paid by users of 

the system. 

 

 

 

Proof of Stake  
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 Coin burning is the process by which digital currency miners and developers 

can remove tokens or coins from circulation, thereby slowing down inflation 

rates or reducing the total circulating supply of coins 

 Reducing the number of tokens in supply, developers and miners hope to 

make the token that still is in circulation rarer and thus more valuable. 

 Proof of Burn (POB) is one of the several consensus mechanism algorithms 

implemented by a blockchain network to ensure that all 

  Participating nodes come to agreement about the true and valid state of the 

blockchain network. 

 These tokens are then transferred into a frozen private address called a Burn 

address. It’s a one-way address with no ability to reverse the transaction or 

withdraw the coins - the burn address to which the tokens are sent can never 

be recovered because there is no private key corresponding to that address. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Proof of Burn 
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The total Wohlstand token issuance is one billion and the public offerings are 

carried out in multiple phases. At the end of any stage, there are some Wohlstand 

tokens left, they will be distributed to the top participants in Wohlstand CEX to 

help the exchange economy. 

 Token name: Wohlstand Token 

 Token Symbol: WT 

 Token standard: BEP-20, ERC-20 

 Blockchain platform: Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum Mainnet 

 The smart contract addresses for BEP-20 tokens 

is:0x065b77156B9aB417Bd30Fc25e30Ce5B9A7dD2066 

 The smart contract addresses for ERC-20 tokens 

is:0x065b77156B9aB417Bd30Fc25e30Ce5B9A7dD2066 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tokonomics 
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Foundation Reserve-10% 

The Smart Contract address to lock Foundation Reserve ERC-20 tokens is: 

0x9Ab576b0e754574B77445239605B636f8719281B 

The tokens are locked for one year and released in: 

0x1c4d81e39125F4084C8c859e693b9B263d0B392E. 

The tokens will be released to the wallet from the governance protocol which has 

been conducted. 

Reserve Fund-10% 

The Smart Contract address to lock Reserve Fund ERC-20 tokens is: 

0xf3a7Fa0c1595EA9bbBB6f9757B96Bf3cF156eFAA 

The tokens are locked for one year and released in: 

0xb066f3b90494F49Aa201f700DB7fF2FC26451429 

These funds will be used as 10% of the supply is set aside by Company to meet 

any future costs arising unexpectedly and development of the community, locking 

the remaining. 

Team-09% 

The Smart Contract address to lock Team Reserve ERC-20 tokens is: 

0x4CC8ad9daD9f13cF9b5962bff464f8A0d12b636a 

The tokens are locked for one year and released in: 

0xF481324950486bd082776Ac27EDF076A74De6188 

The Team tokens will be released to the wallet from the user approval by the 

governance protocol conducted. 
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Community Growth - 10% 

The Smart Contract to lock Community Growth ERC-20 tokens is: 

0x61f3abb75a4f5ac385b07b8aebd43d23413f5f6f 

The tokens are locked for one year and released in: 

0x8d9c2967Bbade7fC651325D318434626f322D9e5 

These funds will be used for the growth of the community of the Wohlstand 

Crypto Exchange. 

Our goal is to build a strong foundation of the project with the strong support from 

our community. 

Governance-03% 

The Smart Contract to lock Governance protocol BEP-20 tokens is: 

0xf3a7Fa0c1595EA9bbBB6f9757B96Bf3cF156eFAA 

The tokens are locked for 3 months and released in: 

0xA1743BAc26De3a663A4E6c5A5502DfbF35d79E2F 

The Governance Protocol tokens will be utilized for the rewards for the users 

participating in the Governance protocol. 

Burning - 10% 

The Smart Contract to lock Burning wallet BEP-20 tokens is: 

0x9ab576b0e754574b77445239605b636f8719281b 

The tokens are locked for 3 months and released in: 

0xa9E12f05d621A936A1080157A58b1e0B69f7C2bE 
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Wohlstand CEX will continue to use 25% of its fee income for WT token 

repurchase and burning until WT is reduced to 200 million supply. 

IEO - 05% 

These Tokens are utilized for releasing the tokens on IEO for list on tier-1 

exchange  

The wallet address containing IEO tokens is: 

0x94740d4E027B056027Ca5975F765BF305A8Fd985 

These tokens will be released only during the Initial Exchange offering (IEO) and 

remaining tokens will be burned at once. 

Public Sale address - 15% 

These Tokens are utilized for releasing the tokens to the Public during the public 

sale phase 

The public Sale Reserve address is: 

0xFD07Fed68cE97b1C1B07F3Da93C032E9c331B0b5 

The tokens will be released according to our vesting schedule which is declared by 

the team. 
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Marketing Reserve address - 08% 

These Tokens are utilized for the purpose of marketing our exchange and native 

token Wohlstand Token (WT) 

The Marketing Reserve address is:  

0x6067C9e87e5362bB501F3020431c074eF76F951f 

These tokens will only be released by the team as mentioned in the vesting 

schedule. 

Staking Reserve address - 20% 

These Tokens are utilized for providing the staking rewards to the Wohlstand 

Token Holders  

The Staking & Burning Reserve Wallet address is: 

0x40284739FB0237e35C7FC961c04aF50335BB23C5 

None of the tokens from the Staking Reserve Wallet will ever be sold on any 

exchanges. 
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Discount on trading fees 

WT can be deducted directly as trading fees (50% less) with the same market value 

at the dedicated discounts. 

VIP services and Benefits 

Wohlstand CEX Users with a certain amount of WT holding can obtain VIP 

membership and enjoy privileges such as fee discounts, withdrawal acceleration, 

and exclusive customer service. 

Exclusive promotional Benefits 

WT holders are entitled to special qualifications for promotional campaigns on 

Wohlstand CEX such as airdrop incentives. Aside from circulating within the 

Wohlstand CEX ecosystem, Wohlstand CEX plans to extend usage and application 

to scenarios such as launchpad, Staking and Governance. 

WT Repurchase & Burning History 

Wohlstand CEX will burn WT Tokens every quarter from its trading and service 

(50% of its transaction fee income)  

 Burn process will continue until the total supply of WT reduces to 900 million.  

This will decrease the total supply of tokens hence providing stable growth to the 

WT holders.  

Wohlstand Token Values 
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Wohlstand CEX made a decision that is, when the “900 million” target is achieved, 

Wohlstand CEX will continue to use 25% of its fee income  for WT token 

repurchase and burning until WT is reduced to 200 million Supply.  

 A dashboard will be available to track the WT Burning History to the community.  

Additional Privilege for Forex Traders 

WT Holders have the privilege to get more 20% value when users deposit the WT 

tokens as a payment in the top forex brokerages to start up with our own brokerage  

For Example: 

If the user Deposits 1000$ worth of WT tokens on the forex brokerages, 

Users will get an additional 20% of value, in this case, 1200$ will be credited to 

their account. 
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Vesting Schedule 
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Road Map 
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The purpose of this document is to specify the legal grounds of our work and to 

clarify the limits of our responsibility. This document applies to this website 

www.wohlstandcex.com (hereinafter - the "Website") and all our products and 

services offered on the Website. 

No public offer 

All information provided on this Website in any case should not be understood as a 

public offer or any kind of agreement between you and any of the companies 

working under the trademark Wohlstand CEX. If you want any service from us, we 

should conclude a separate agreement specifying the terms and conditions of our 

relationships. 

No investment advice 

The information provided on the Website does not constitute investment advice, 

financial advice, trading advice or any other sort of advice and you should not treat 

any of the Website’s content as such. We do not recommend that any 

cryptocurrency should be bought, sold or held by you. Do conduct your own due 

diligence and consult your financial advisory before making any investment 

decision. We are not responsible for the investment decisions you make based on 

the information provided on the Website. We do not raise funds at interest and do 

not recommend you to take participate in any cryptocurrency trading. 

No offering to buy a cryptocurrency or any financial instrument 

We do not propose that you buy a cryptocurrency, any kind of securities, options 

and nothing on this Website should be taken as an offer to buy, sell or hold a 

cryptocurrency or any other financial instrument. 

Limitation of liability regarding content on the Website 

The Website may include advertisements and links to external sites and co-branded 

pages or promote websites or services from other companies or offer you the 

ability to download software or content from other companies in order to provide 

you with access to information and services which you may find useful or 

interesting. We do not endorse such sites nor approve any content, information, 

legal or illegal emails (whether spam emails or not), goods, or services provided by 

them. We are not responsible for and do not control those websites, services, 

emails, content and software and cannot accept any responsibility or liability for 

Legal Disclaimer 
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any loss or damage suffered by you as a result of your use of its website and 

services or of such external and/or co-branded sites. 

We are unable to exercise control over the security or content of information 

passing over the network and we hereby exclude all liability of any kind for the 

transmission or reception of infringing or unlawful information of whatever nature. 

We accept no liability for loss or damage suffered by you as a result of accessing 

the website and/or its services which contains any virus or which has been 

maliciously corrupted. 

Trading at the Wohlstand crypto exchange may lead to the loss of invested funds. 

If you continue using our website, you confirm that you have read all information 

provided within the relevant documents and understand all risks associated with 

trading at the Wohlstand crypto exchange. 

We draw your attention to the fact that we do not perform trading for and on behalf 

of clients, at the Wohlstand crypto exchange, we do not promise any profit and do 

not give any investment advice. We only provide the access to trade, however, the 

decision to trade or not is your own, deliberate decision. 

We do not offer services of Wohlstand crypto exchange to citizens of jurisdictions 

where the right to trade is limited or prohibited by the rules of current legislation. 

By registering at the Wohlstand crypto exchange, you confirm that you have 

reached the required age and are fully capable and also you have all necessary 

rights to use the services of the Wohlstand crypto exchange, according to the 

jurisdiction of the country in which you are a citizen or resident. 

Also, you have read all documents posted on the website, including the AML 

policy, the KYC policy, as well as all other documents provided by the Wohlstand 

crypto exchange, and completely agree with them. 

Documents posted on the website are available only in English. You acknowledge 

possessing sufficient knowledge of the English language, at a level necessary to 

understand the information included with the documents, and you fully understand 

the legal consequences of the documents. 

 

In case you do not understand or understand the English language poorly, you 

acknowledge that you shall use the services of a professional interpreter, prior to 

agreeing to the relevant terms included within the documents. 

 

If you do not agree with any of the above statements and/or documents, please 

leave this website immediately. 

 

Continuation of your usage of our website confirms your agreement with the above 

statements and documents. 
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 Website:    https://wohlstandcex.com/ 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Wohlstand-CEX-103141352232685/ 

Twitter:     https://twitter.com/WOHLSTANDCEX 

Telegram:  https://t.me/wohlstandexchange 
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